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charging of the capacitor. Directly connecting the Genecon to 
the capacitor will make the motion of the motorized handle 
significantly faster than with the ammeter still in the circuit.) 
Show students that the direction of rotation of the handle 
does not reverse even if you temporarily freeze the handle in 
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A Genecon is an inexpensive hand-cranked dc electric 
generator. You can use it to charge a one-farad su-
percapacitor.1 If you stop cranking the handle, the 

capacitor will discharge, sending a current into the Genecon 
and thereby causing the handle to start turning as an electric 
motor. How does the current direction compare before and 
after you stop cranking the handle? How does the direction of 
the turning of the handle compare before and after you stop 
cranking the Genecon?

 A Genecon has a set of internal gears, coils, and commuta-
tors (some of which can be seen inside the translucent case in 
Fig. 1) that generates an approximately steady dc voltage for a 
given rate of cranking of the handle. To visualize the degree of 
rectification, connect the Genecon across a 51-V resistor and 
then connect the ends of the resistor to an oscilloscope with a 
1-MV input impedance.2 A photograph of the resulting trace 
is presented in Fig. 2 while the crank is being turned at a rate 
of about 1 Hz. Riding on an average dc voltage of approxi-
mately 3 V is a superimposed ripple of 1 V peak-to-peak hav-
ing a 2-ms period. As one turns the handle faster, the dc volt-
age, ripple frequency, and ripple voltage all increase linearly,3 
as the careful measurements in Table I verify. The ripple is fast 
enough that it gets averaged out on the timescale of seconds 
of the demonstrations presented here and it therefore can be 
ignored.

As described in Sec. 11 of the CASTLE Student Guide,4 
supplying a current to a Genecon (for example, by connecting 
it to a battery) will cause it to function as a motor and turn 
the handle. Robert Ehrlich5 suggests connecting a Genecon 
to a 1-F capacitor instead of a battery. Charge the capacitor by 
cranking the handle, say, in a clockwise direction at a moder-
ate speed of turning (to stay under the typically 5-V maxi-
mum rating of commercially available “supercapacitors”). 
Connect an ammeter (on the 200-mA dc range) with the po-
larity of the leads and the rate of cranking of the Genecon ad-
justed until a charging current of about +100 mA is observed. 
Project the ammeter display onto a screen using a document 
camera, so the whole class can see it. When the handle is re-
leased, the capacitor begins to discharge, and accordingly the 
ammeter current then reads negative. Surprisingly, the handle 
of the Genecon, which is now operating as a motor, continues 
to turn in the same direction as it did when you were cranking 
it to charge the capacitor. That is, if it was being turned clock-
wise to generate a positive charging current, then after release 
the handle will still turn clockwise, even though the current 
is now in the opposite direction! (The ammeter contributes 
non-negligible electric losses in the circuit, so it is a good idea 
to remove the ammeter from the circuit, after having demon-
strated the sign change in the current for charging and dis-

Table I. Frequency at which the handle must be turned (as com-
puted by timing 20 revolutions) to give the indicated average 
output signals in 1-V steps, together with the ripple voltage and 
frequency (measured using the oscilloscope horizontal and verti-
cal cursors). Plotting any column against any other gives a linear 
graph that passes through the origin. These data were collected 
without the 51-W resistor and are accurate to ±5%.

Fig. 1. Photograph of a Genecon (in translucent blue with a white 
handle) connected to a 1-F supercapacitor (in green).
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Fig. 2. Voltage across a 51-W resistor connected to a Genecon 
when the handle is cranked with a period of about 1 s. The vertical 
axis is voltage in 2 V per division (with 0 V along the bottom line 
of vertical dashes) and the horizontal axis is time in 2.5 ms per 
division. Owing to the gearing, the coils spin much more rapidly 
than the handle.
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 Next consider the motor at the same instant of orientation 
as the generator, as sketched in Fig. 4. The potential differ-
ence V of the capacitor drives an external current Iext in the 
coil, opposite in direction to the induced current in Fig. 3. 
This current in the permanent field B gives rise to the indi-
cated force Fspin = Iext L3B  on the front segment of length L 
(where vector L is in the direction of the current) and hence 
to a torque tspin  that spins the coil at angular speed wm in the 
same direction as in Fig. 3.

The preceding two figures explain why the direction of 
rotation is the same for the generator and the motor. How-
ever, the following puzzling questions may now occur to a 
thoughtful observer. 
 –   Since the motor handle turns in the same direction needed 

to charge up the capacitor, why doesn’t the capacitor get 
spontaneously recharged as the motor runs? 

  – Why haven’t we created a perpetual motion machine? 
  – Isn’t Lenz’s law supposed to prevent this kind of apparent 

violation of conservation of energy?

To resolve this puzzle, one can re-examine either the gen-
erator or motor and take into account the back emf8 x. Since 
the idea is similar in both cases, it suffices to consider just 

the motor. Figure 5 again shows current Iext driven in the 
Genecon by the external capacitor, along with the force Fspin 
and torque tspin on the coil that results from the interaction 
of that external current with the permanent magnetic field 
B, just as in Fig. 4. At the same time, however, one can also 
consider positive charges in the front segment of the coil to 
be driven upward, as in Fig. 3, which thus induces a back 
current9 Iind. Since that current is reversed in direction com-
pared to Iext, the resulting magnetic force Fopp and torque 
topp on the coil are opposite Fspin and tspin, respectively. 
Noting that the induced current Iind would flow clockwise in 
the upper loop (containing the capacitor), the moving coil is 
thus generating an emf x as if it were a battery whose + and 
– terminals are as labeled in Fig. 5 next to the vertical pair of 
wires connecting the capacitor circuit loop to the motor coil. 
(Remember that if you connect a wire loop to a battery, cur-
rent flows from the positive to the negative terminal in that 

its orientation after you stop cranking it, just to demonstrate 
that it is not turning because of any “rotational inertia” you 
imparted to the handle when you were charging up the capac-
itor. In other words, briefly lock the handle with your fingers 
after you stop turning it, show the class there are no gears or 
other parts continuing to turn inside the translucent case, and 
then release the handle to see the motor effect.

Ehrlich states that this constancy of the direction of rota-
tion can be explained using the “right- and left-hand rules” 
for generators and motors.6 That explanation is cryptic, so it 
is worthwhile expanding on the details as follows. For sim-
plicity, initially represent the generator coil as having only a 
single loop and neglect mechanical friction in the bearings, 
so that the only source of dissipation comes from the electri-
cal resistance R. Start with the generator, as sketched in Fig. 
3. Spin the coil at angular speed wg by applying torque tapply 

with your hand. At the instant the coil has the indicated ori-
entation, its front vertical segment has velocity u that makes 
angle q with the permanent magnetic field B (chosen to be
horizontally rightward in the plane of the page). Consider a 
positive charge q in this segment: it is driven upward by the  
qu3B magnetic force. (Actually it is conduction electrons 
that are mobile and that are driven downward, but the effect 
is the same.) Consequently, an induced current Iind is gener-
ated that charges the capacitor up to some potential differ-
ence V. (Although the split-ring commutator is not drawn, 
there must be one to avoid reversing the sign of the induced 
current every half-cycle.7)
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Fig. 3. The Genecon operating as a generator to 
charge up the capacitor via net current I.
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Fig. 4. The Genecon operating as a motor powered 
by net current I as the capacitor discharges.
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Fig. 5. A more complete sketch of the Genecon 
operating as a motor than the simplified version in 
Fig. 4.
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handle at a greater speed, wg > w0. On the other hand, it will 
run as a motor at a speed lower than this neutral rate, wm < 
w0 . One could therefore say that relative to a reference frame 
rotating at the neutral angular speed, the motor handle does 
in fact turn in the opposite direction compared to the direc-
tion of turning of the handle when being used as a generator, 
which is a satisfying conclusion. In the demonstration of 
connecting a Genecon directly across a capacitor, one indeed 
observes that one has to crank the handle significantly faster 
to charge the capacitor than the handle turns as a motor after 
you let it go. This observation leads to one final demonstra-
tion worth showing students. Connect a voltmeter on about a 
5-V dc scale across the capacitor. Crank the handle until the 
capacitor charges up to, say, 1 V. By now easing up on the rate 
of cranking, one can hold the capacitor voltage approximately 
constant at that value. One is then turning the handle at the 
neutral speed corresponding to V = 1 V in Eq. (6). Estimat-
ing the period at which you are cranking the handle thereby 
provides a means of determining the Genecon constant KB. 
You are neither charging nor discharging the capacitor at this 
rate of turning, so from energy conservation you are then di-
rectly feeling the mechanical power your wrist muscles must 
expend to counter the dissipation into thermal energy in the 
bearings of the Genecon. Dividing that power13 by the neu-
tral angular speed gives the frictional torque tf, which could 
be included in a yet further improved version of Fig. 5 by add-
ing it to topp.
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                   ,
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where absolute value bars have been added around the sine 
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the quantity in parentheses is averaged over time. The mean 
value of sin q as q increases from 0 to p (for each half-cycle) is

                            
 (4)

so that the time-average of Eq. (3) becomes

                                    (5)
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